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Upper bound from cosmic-ray flux (1)

• Cosmic-ray-derived neutrino flux
– Injection above 1017eV
– Energy production rate (1019-1021eV)

– Energy density of muon neutrinos

where  is the fraction of energy loss 
before escaping the source, and tH is the 
Hubble time.

[0.25 factor: ½ for neutral and charged pions, another ½ for pion decay]
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Upper bound from cosmic-ray flux (2)
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 Imax

The intensity Imax is an upper 

bound to the intensity of 

high-energy neutrinos 

produced by photo-meson 

interaction in sources of size 

not much larger than the 

proton photo-meson

mean-free-path.

Clearly, higher neutrino intensities

may be produced by sources 

where the proton photo-meson

‘‘optical depth’’ is much higher than 

unity, in which case

only the neutrinos escape the 

source (‘‘hidden core’’ models).

But, there is no experimental 

reason to assume them…

Jet1: Mannheim (1995)

Jet2: Halzen&Zas (1997)

Hidden Core: Stecker et al. (1991)
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Evolution and redshift losses
• Due to energy losses, E>1018eV protons 

produced at z>1 would be observed as 
~1018eV.

• Modification factor z

z ~3 for QSO-like 

evolution

z~0.6 for no 

evolution
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UHE proton energy loss

Berezinsky et al., Phys. Rev. D74, 043005 (2006)
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Magnetic fields (1)

• Sources in which protons are confined by 
B: neutrons produced in photo-pion 
production can escape and decay!

• Uniformly distributed intergalactic 
magnetic fields may limit CR propagation 
distance: but integration over time yields 
the same result if the CR production rate 
is homogeneous.
– Even if it is inhomogeneous, strong B is 

required which is inconsistent with 
observations.
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Magnetic fields (2)

• B in large scale structure
– Galaxy clusters

• B~1G, ~10kpc in the central 0.5Mpc 
region

• d ~10(E/31019eV)Mpc and not confined

– Filaments and sheets
• Particles escape faster than the Hubble time

– Local supercluster
• B~0.1G, ~10Mpc, so te<<tH

• If confined, local CR flux is higher than 
average and upper bound on neutrino 
intensity is lower.
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AGN jet models

• Proton injection  Ep
-2

• Proton photo-meson optical depth  Ep

• Resulting neutrino spectrum  E
-1

(as far as optical depth is small)

• E
max ~ 0.05 Ep

max ~ 1019eV

• Accompanying gamma-ray emission

– Gamma-ray blazars
(But there are also leptonic emission models!)

• Observed power-law spectrum  opt. depth is small!

– Extragalactic diffuse gamma-ray emission
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Gamma-ray bursts (1)

• Neutrinos at energies ~1014eV

– If GRBs are the source of UHECR,

where f (~0.2) is the fraction of energy lost to pion production by 
protons, and Eb

 (~51014eV[/300]2[Eb
/1MeV]-1) is the break energy.

– This is consistent with the observed gamma-
ray fluence.
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Gamma-ray bursts (2)

• Neutrinos at high energy >1016eV

– Neutrinos are produced by decay of &

– Synchrotron loss suppression
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Discussion

• Neutrino flux limit: ~1/km2/yr

• AGN jet model assumptions may be 
wrong:

1. AGN jets produce diffuse gamma-ray 
background

2. Gamma-rays are due to decay of 0

produced in photo-meson production 
of accelerated protons

– Ex. Mrk 421: inverse Compton?
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Revised upper bound vs GRB
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Revised upper bound vs AGN
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高エネルギーニュートリノ観測の現状
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